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Introduction L.

This handbook, *which presents the major components of a
high-quality teading prograin, was 'designed to ligip';,,,leachers,
school administrators, parents, and other interested people focus
on the critical areas in a reading program that may 'need
improvement or reinforcement. To help persons identify the
strengths and weaknesses of existing or proposed reading prograink
and to help them select strategies for change, the discussion of
each of the components of a high-quality reading' prograen includes
a series of queitiong. By answering the questiOns, a person can
determine whether adequate emphasis or attention is being given
to each of the critical components. of a reading program. The
questions are followed by examples of suggested activities that
should be of further assistance in clarifyingtach component.

This Handbook for Planning an Effective Reading Program was
designed to help any group attempting to assess and improve a
reading program, especially those groups that have adopt "d or are
planning to adopt a school' improvement program under the
provisions of Assembly Bill 65 or a staff developmmt program, as
provided for in Assembly Bill 551. Specifically,, this is a planning
guide, not a teaching guide.

Educational planners will .probably find it helpful to use this
document in conjunction with the California State Department of
Education's Handbook for Assessiwig an Elementary Schiol Pro-
gram and handbook for Assessing a Secondary School Program
(see page 47 for full bibliographic data on these handbooks).
These handbookswere prepared to help persons assess the results.'
of their program development efforts, determine the impact their
program is having on students, and identify opportunities for
further improveinent. The two handbooks address curriculum
issues in general terms, and this document provides the'means for
an in - depth examination of the one particular curriculum area:
reading.

Several teachers, school administrators, and some of the state's
leading reading experts selected the major components of high-
quality reading programs, and they are presented in this docu-
ment. The tselections were made on the basis of the philosophy
expressed in the Frathework in Reading for the Elementary and
Secondary Schools of California, findings of investigations into the
present state of reading instruction in California, current knowl-
edge about learning to read, and the judgments of the teachers,:
administrators, and reading experts, who are identified in the
acknowledgments.

`Those who have studied reading have found that reading
programs are often ineffective because they lack breadth rather
than depth. The instructors of such programs usually overempha-
size one or two components and neglect other importar areas of
reading instruction. As a result, students in these prognims do not
benefit frorh the interaction, and reinforcement\ of all the

1
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Have students spend. on a regular
.1Nsis: a sUfficient'aount of tune

on reading.
r.

.1

instructional components necessary for high levels of .success in
reading. For .example, teachers may comentrate on improving,
their teaching methodologies of instituting a management system ""
but fail to produce the desired results, because they are using a
narrow definition 9f reading curriculum. Conversely, teachers may
emphasize curriculum . 'development but fail to riise student
achievement, because they neglect problems of classroom organi-
zation or because they do not have. enough time to carry out thet

,
professional tasks.

Critical Tasks
The authors and contributors of this handbook id tified the

.following tasks as crucial in establishing reading programs that lejd
to improved student acevement:

,ii. Providing sufficient instruction . and activities that are
directed at the development of comprehension skills

Having students spend, on a regular basis, a substantial'
, .,amount of time on reading _ .

3. Placing appropriate emphasis on decoding skills (Some-
times, this means less emphasis than was being given.)

4. Integrating decoding instruction with instruction in other
areas, such as vocabulary development, use of syntax,
concept evelopment, and comprehension,

5. Designin instruction and activities:. to increase ,.reading
fluency and flexibility

6. Recognizing the imitprtance of motivation as a prerequisite
to the development bf reading skills

7. Developing students' oral language abilities on a continuing
basis . ,.

8. Utilising and extendineNidents' experiential backgrounds,
9. Integrating reading into a total la,nguage program (listen-

ing, reading, writing)
10. Encou ging teachers to look beyond reading as a tool and

to examine what students read; e.g., recreationPeading
materials, literature

11. Establishing at ah\ grade levels a well-defined reading .13ro-
gram that provides approKriate instruction for each slu-
dent

12. Providing for continuity of reading instruction
13. Challenging students who already read well. to achieve

greater proficiency and to use reading an ,a brOader basis
than they have been \'

14. Integrating reading, into the school's total instructional
program and involving all staff members in the program

Keeping these 14 tasks in mind, the authors of thiS handbook
related eaciki of the tasks to the key Components of a high-qtality
reading ,*ogram. The 'purpose of the components is to provide a
guide that can be used in identifying areas of strength and weak-
ness in a reading program.



Integration-of the Language Arts
It will probably be obvious in every section of this handbook

trbt at reading is learned and reinforced through the use of the other
anguage skills:,,,listening, speaking, _and writing. Because these
kills are actually used in an integrated way, 7 this overlap is a.

natural and positive occurrence. For example, a student listens to
directions for a task, reads 'a passage, then talks or writes to, give
evidence of havingread with undefstanding. A total, well-balanced
reading program, must recognize and encourage the overlap .among
the four language skills. For more extensive-information required'
for planning a wellthalaneed program, refer to both the Frame-
work in Reading for. tljg, Elementary and Secondary Schools of
California and the English Language Framework for California
Public Schools.

Students bring two significant aspe f t it backgrounds to
the act of reading: their kilowledge of the orld and 'their oral
language. In order for the text on a page to be meaningful to
students, the material must (1) be relevant to the students' own
experiences in some way; and (2) be expressed in language the
students would understand if it were presented orally. Since these
two factors influence the effectiveness of all components of a
reading program, their importance will be reflected throughout
this document:

Important i plications follow from the preceding statements.
Students frequ ntly benefit from real or vicarious experiences and

'fclisdissions pi-4 to reading; although the "experiences and discus-
\ sioris are .importan they do not negate the need for students to

read the material. Se ndly, these notions call for the acceptance,
appreciation, and encou ement, of both. specific and divergent
res L i, -s. Iri general, stude are Ale to respond in some way to

io
'mos . rinted matter with w ich they are' faced. Differences in
background and a variety. of factors result in a multitude of
responses. If these are respected and encouraged, learners can learn
frosteach other and continue,to extend thgir,knowledge base.

...

., .

. Organization of Document 1.
o`k

, .

The key components ofla high-quality:reading program are_
presented in two major sections of this handbook: Section 1, Key
Instroctional Components' of Effective Reading Programs, and

Section 2', Key Issues for Implementing a High-Quality Reading
Program. The first section focuses on the essential components of
a total, well-balanced curriculum designed to help students from
kindergarten through grade twelve sbeco e proficient and moti-
vated readers. The components are skill evelopment, motivation,
and application, aud they interact to comprise a strong reading
program. The .discussion of . each component, includes the
following:

1.. A definition and description of specific skills and knowledge
areas that might be included in the program objective

-2: Suggested questions to pose in -Planning or assessing a
school's reading program to fulfill that objective

3
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Reading is lean-4 and reinforced
through the use of the other
langhage skills.' listening, speaking,
and writing.
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3. Examples of instructional activities that promote the fulfill-
ment of that objective ,(The examples are not necessarily
intended for exact use. The are offered to clarify the
assessment questions and represent the kinds and 'variety of
activities that would fulfill that objective.)

The second section of the handbook addresses-the key issues for
implementing a high-quality program at the classroom and school
levels. These issues range from considerations for organizing a
classroom to making policy,decisions on the responsibilities of the
`school for establishing academic requirements and standards.

Following the two main sections of the handbook are a
checklist of questions and a list Of selected references, The
checklist contains all the questions presented in sections 1 and 2.
for easy reference and use. The selected references contain
bibliographic data on recommended additional reading.

In an effective program, skill developmmt,
Motivation, and application 'literal with

and reinforce one another.



Key Instructional
,Compotients of Effective
Reading Programs

In examining a reading program, it is most importSnt to
remember the overall objective of reading instructions: to develop
'motivated readers who are able to, process written- lankuage
efficiently and, thus, to derive meaning from what they read.cAn
effective reading program that is broad enough to incorpdrate all
aspects of this objective includes these three components:

Skill development. The skills of comprehension and language

_ processing, as well as fluency and flexibility in using these
skills

. Motivation. Student motivation, ihcludins interest, a sense of
competence, and a desire and need for reading
Application. Proficiency in a range of reading tasks, such as
reading for recreational and practical purposes, reading and
responding' to literature, reading in the content areas, and
studying

This section of the handbook contains descriptions of not only the
three major Instructional components but also their subcompo-
nents, as outlined below:

1. Skill Development
a. Comprehension
b. Language Processing
c. Fluency and Flexibility-

2. Motivation
3, Application

a. Rending and Responding to Literature
b. Reading in the Content Areas
c. Recreatiknal Reading
d. Study Skills Z-*
e. Practical'Uses of Readilg

In an effective program, skill development,
motivation, and application interact with and
reinforce one another. No comporteht is treated ---
without regard for the whole process of developing N
reading ability. Although the componentsand subcompo-

tsof a high-quality reading program,,which are outlined
alfove, can be considered separately for the purposes of program
assessment, during an instructional session components are usu-
ally cotfibined. For example, in teaching any one skill, the instruc-
tor must keep in focus at all times student motivation and the
immediate application of the skills of reading. As a more specific
example, a student's interest in and knowledgeabout horses can'

4
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In this document, comprehension,
language processing, and motivation

are regarded as the foundation
for the othecornponents and sub-
components of an effective reading

program

deternu ne the selection of conteht for activities directed at in creas-
ing vocabulary, developing the ability to analyze material for accu-
racy, or using contextual anil phonic clues to decodeiswords in a
story. -

In thivdpcument; com prehension and language processing,
which are two of the subcothponents of skill develOpment, and
motivation are regarded as the foundation for the other compo-
nents and subcomponents of an 'effective reading program.'
Therefore, most 'of the discussion 'and questions that-apply to

.comprehension, language procesng, and motivation also apply to
the- subcomponents of application; however, the information is
not repeafed. For. example,-the baSic planning questions pertaining
to comprehenion (on pages .9 and 1.0 .of this handbook) wou
also be apOropriate-for a .subcomponent; such as reading in Y e
content areas (page 25). Consequently, persons.who are eXamining
a school's program plan as it relates tb reading in the content areas
would need to address all the questions suggested under compre-
hension, language processing, and motivation as well as those
found in the discussion of reading in content areas.

These labels are not presented as absolutes. Other terms might
serve to name essential components of reading instruction. What is
important is that each reading program be examined closely to see
that it spans the breadth described herein and addresses all the
areas that affect success in reading.

In a high-quality reading program, students spend a considerable
amount of time reading. On the other hand, students in ineffective
programs often spend too much time on skill development (for
.example, learning rules of decoding, syllabication, and so forth)
and too little time reading and, discussing what was read.
Therefore, the' two following major instructional strategies are
recommended:

1. Provision Of regular opportunities for students to read
material of interest for extended periods Of time. This
strategy:
a. Gives stude.nts experience in practicing the various skills of-

reading. -

6. Works to legitimize reading as a valued, natural activity.
c. Provides* 5- Protected time for students to achieve sufficient

illy,olvement in reading for enjoyment or information.
.

2. Provisrc`Y specific activities designed for students to learn
reading skills in a meaningful context. Planned activities can
promote effective reading when:
a. The context is familiar to the students.
b. The skill is important to their present needs.

A balance between these two types of activities can provide
sufficient instruction to result in effective reading. Daily oppor-
tunities to read, even for beginners, provide the necessary practice
for the specific activities to make sense and to help them develop
proficiency in reading. The activities suggested for each compo-
nent ernbrace these two types of instructional strategies.

13



Skill pevelopmel
Several lelat9c1 set of -skills, contribute to a reader's ability to

obtain Meaning effeM.Vely from written language. The authors of
this document have identified the components of skill develop-
ment as comprehension, language processing, and fluency and
flexibility: However, the, ability to comprehend an the ility to
process language 'encompass all the skills. In ctua practice,
language processing is inseparable from comPre g; that is,
decoding symbols without deriving meaning is emptyprocess.
Classroom activities pertaining to language processing would
automatically include Comprehension of ideas conveyed by lan-
guage. Coniprehension and language processing are separated here
far discussion purposes only to ensure that sufficient attention is
given to each in he design of a reading program.

Comprehension involves the ability to understand the meaning
and significance of ideas and concepts. Reading comprehension
depends on such factors , as the range of language processing
strategies; the ability to process, interpret, and analyze informa-
tion and ideas; prior knowledge brought to the subject matter; and
amount of practice in reading for meaning.

Language processing involves. the use of the three systems of
languagesymbolic, syntactic, and semanticthat, when used
together, enable symbols to be used to transmit thought. The
ability to process written language requires skills in recognizing
and using printed symbols, understanding the way words and
sentences ate structured, and becoming, familiar with the meaning
of words and ideas.

Following the discussions of comprehension and language
processing is a discussion of the third component of skill
development: fluency and flexibility. Fluency is the smooth and
efficient synchronizing of the skills of reading, and flexibility is
the ability to adapt reading rate and style to the immediate
purpose. Comprehension and: language processing skills are taught
and practiced with a constant focus on'fluency and flexibility.
Rather than being taught in a sequence, the three components of
skill development work in concert to produce an effective reading

program.

Comprehension
Comprehension is the central goal of reading. To read without

understanding a message would be 'pointless. Therefore, this
component of. a reading program is designed to accomplish two

- principal objectives:
crG'

1. To help students establish a habit of expecting and getting
meaning from written language

2. To help students develop the- ability to comprehend infor-
mation at a range Of levels (literal and beyond)

To promote a -high level of comprehension, written material
should be (1) presented at a level that would be understood by
students if they received the material'orally; or (2) preceded and

Vaccompanied by instructional activities that build the concepts
and.vocabulary students need to understand the material.

3-49120 l4
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Students should be encouraged
always to seek meaning when they

are reading.

Studerits should be encouraged always to seek meaning when
they are reading. Current research reveals that poor readers tend to

\-, pay too much attention to the mechanics of reading and, tiles, fail
to focus on deriving meaning or understanding,ideas. Therefore,
instructors should avoid` overemphasizing decoding and isolated
skills to the neglect of comprehension; rather, -they should ensure
that students,develop the habit and skill of reading for meaning,
from -their first reading experiences. Many poor readers simply do. ,
not know that reading should make sense in the sank way that
listening does.. When learners are traine from the beginrting to .),1
lead for-'meaning, they cane keep the eehanics, of reading iii

,perspective and use them efficiently. .

The second objective, helping 'students develop.a range of levels
of comprehension, is important because students must have more
than just a literal translation of what they read. Several schemas
and category -systems have been developed fo describe various '
levels of, understanding. The terms literal, interpretive, applicativ- g,
and critical are used he're, but the intent, regardless of terms, is to
convey the notion that readers need to be able to receive: and
integrate information in a variety of ways. The four levek, Of,

comprehension are generally defined as follows:

I,, Literal. Reselling or restating information explicitly stated in
...

.the ,text . - .
2. Interpretive. Formulatipg ideas or opinions that are based on .

the material read but notsiated explicitly in the text
3. Applecative. Connecting.. and integrating the infcirmation,

ideas, and values with one's
1

own experience or applying that
in other contexts

4. Critical. Analyzingv evaluating the ideas or presentation on
such grounds as accbracy, significance, generalizability, and
distortion by omission; in general, developing effective
problem-solving techniques

ip It is necessary to acknowledge that even at the literal level an
element of interpretive' thinking must occur. For example, the
word jumper can mean very different things, depending on how it
is used; yet, readers can usually determine what the author means.
This kind of interpretation, frequently occurs during .reading and,

r
often goes unnoticed. .

Much instruction lias been dominated by emphasis on the literal
level of: comprehension. It is, therefore, important to give
particular attention to other levels of comprehension. Specific
reading tasks can be designed to highlight the various levels while
maintaining a focus on the whole. Also, the reading that students
choose for themselves can be accompanied by oral or written
questions at all levels of comprehension, and the questions should
be designed for use both before and after reading:

The key here is that the use of various levels of comprehensibn
is a product of a person seeking to answer questions, solve
problems, predict outcomes, form generalizations, support infer-
ences, provide, elaboration, and so forth. Helpful. instructors focus
on the search, question, or issue to induce many kinds of
comprehending in natural ways, rather than focusing artificially on
one kind of comprehension. Co'mprehension is not a product of



reading; rather, itieestabliShes a setting where lattguage processing
can take place.

Experiential background and comprehsion. It is vitally
important th4t teachers who want to improve then- students'
comprehension 'Skills give due eonsideration to the experiintial
backgrounds of their students and' the notions, they have'alteady
formedabocit the world. As a reader, a student will bring the sum
of his.or her experiences, knowledge, values, and feelings to bear
upon the message of ah author. .,The broader and deeper this
experience base, the greater is the readerro's access to a range of
written materials. This relationship results in- two important
implication's for instruction:

I. Attention .should be given to reinforcing, extending, and
developing concepts in relation to the material students-are

being asked to read.
2. Students should be able to make a connection between

material read and their general knowledge and experience.
When materials contain topics or issues that are familiar or of

concern to the students, it is possible to guide them always to
expect ineaning from,,*titten language and to become skilled at
inferring and generalizing beyond what is stated on the page. With

content that is unfamiliar, teachers must help students connect the
material to their own knowledge and experiences.

Oral language. and comprehension. Students' comprehension of
oral language can serve as the primary avenue to the develvpment
of reading comprehension. Teachers can first develop or'reinforce
the two basie objectives of reading comprehension within the oral
form of language, paving the way for their use in the written form.
That is, students should first make a habit of expecting and getting
meaning from oral language, and they should have expetienc6 in
discussing ideas at levels ranging from literal to critical.:They can
then be guided to recognize that just as they deMand sense and

clarity from a speaker, they should expect the same'° from an
author.

By conv,erting, their own familiar, predictable laugdage to print,
students can' experience from,the outset a connection between the
ideas they have and the print on a page. Appropriate reading
content for ke4ler§ who are not yet independent cannot be
ekpressed in language that is any more difficult than language the
students could understand orally. Confident readers, on the other
hand, can expand their language base through ~an exposure to more
tomPlex langir e.structures and more sophisticated and technical
vocabulary.

QUESTIO for determining whether or not you give adequate emphasis to

comprehension in your reading program

How does your program provide for:.
I. Eueriences that help students recognize comprehension

the overall goal of reading?,,,
2. Daily. opportunities for students to. read with

materials, including complete texts, they
themselves or are required ,to read?

1

Helping students develop a range
of levels of comprehension is
important because students must
,have more than just a literal
translation of What they read.

9
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3.'Sufficient, instruction to help students achieve various levels
of comprehensibn,,including small -group instruction based on
reading the same teacher- selected text (from multiple copies
or basal tests):
a. Literal: grasping information explicitly stated in the text?
b.,Interpretive: formulating ideas or opinions that are based

upon the material read but not stated in the text? .

c. Applicative: connecting and integrating information, ideas,
3. concepts, values, andleelings with one's opvn experience?.

d. Critical: synthdizing, analyzing, or evaluatkig the material
read?

4. Using and extending students' oral comprehension as the
basis for reading comprehension?

5. Instruction and practice in using reading to answerquestions
or to find out information?

6. A range of reading %feria's, including materials that are
appropriate to a varienof interests and feading levels and
sufficiently' challenging to produce growth?

EXAMPLES of Activities

1: Provide frequent Opportunities for the silent reading of''
materials that stuAonts select for themselVes from a wide
choice of kinds bf texts (e.g., magazines, books, news-
papers, guides) presented at different levels of difficulty.

2. Provide frequent opportunities for the silent reading d
materials selected by the teacher from multiple copies or
basal -texts; the reading will be used as the basis for

Use

comprehension development activities.
3. Use classroom or school required reading lists; OT require

the students to read a specific number of books.
4. Develop prereading activities (oral and/or writt n) in

which students:
a. Formulate questions, prior to reading the text, om

predictions they have made from examining the title,
contents page, illustrations, and other clues.

b. Discuss the topic or relate personal experiences abo4t
the topic.

c. Assess whdt they already know about the topic,
describe what they expect or want to .learn, and
formulate questions abOut the topic.

d. Survey the text and predict (1) a summary of the
scope of the story or article; (2) the scope of the story
or article;, and (3) questions to be answered after
reading.

5. Focus on comprehension during reading by:
a. Limiting oral reading to specific purposes, such as

encouraging ,students to use effective meaning-getting
strategies (e.g., using context clues to identify un-
familiar words). _

b. Pausing to allow students to hear their own reading
and encouraging them to mate sense from the text
without the teacher's supplying words or making
judgments.



c. Pausing to encourage predictions of upcoming events,
lines, or words in the materials being read.

6. Develop post-reading activities (oral and/or written) in-
which students:
a. Retell the story in their own words.
b. Answer factual and inferential questions ab ut the text.
C. Write a story sequel.
d. 'Conrrt a story to a play:
e. Compare the Min version of a story with the print

version. , 6

f Read part of a story and write, their own ending.
7. Encourage teacher and peer questioning and discussion

ambng students at, all 'comprehension leVels in either oral
or written form.

8. Provide relevant direct or vicariouy otperienCes (e.g., film
. simulations, drama) appropriate to the' age level before

students read required texts on unfamiliar topics.
9. Have students locatt:ii:pd read two or three books or

articles ,expressing differi'ng points of view on a contro-
versial issde and analyze the various texts for accuracy,,
logic, or techniques of persuasion. vt'

10. Have students ?se a -problem focus to develop a fiypoth-
esis; then have them experiment, and verify and apply the
iesUlts with or without written materials. 14,

Language Processing.
Language processing refers to the various types of cues used by

listeners and readers to recognize the language transmitted by
speakers anXauthors. Listening and reading involve the interaction
of the three systems of language: the symbolic system (oral or
written words), semantic system (word meanings), and syntactic

.system (word order and inflections). In oral language, the symbols
are spoken; thus, effective listening consists of constructfrig,
meaning from an auditory message. In printed language, the
symbols. are 'written. Therefore\ effective reading involveS con-
structing meaning from a graphicmessage.

In an effective reading program, the instructors should make
deliberate and regular use of the abilities and experiences students
bring to reading. One important asset a student can draw on in
reading is his or her listening .ability (oral language processing
ability).

In :the discussion which follows, the elements of language
processing are reviewed and tied directly to the .central goal of
reading comprehension.

Using the three kinds of linguistic information. Written language
is composed of symbols arranged in a particular order to represent
ideas and concepts. To read, a student must use three kinds of
lingu tic information simultaneously to construct,. a message.

- Thes types of information are often called cueing systems and are
desc ed as follows:

dr
1. Symbolic the aphic symbols of the alphabet; PrOcessing

skills include s und-symbcrl knowledge, word recognition,
phonetic analys's, and structural analysis.

18
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Are you providing in your program
sufficient instruction and activities
that are directed at the develop- ;

ment of comprehension skills?
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A high-quality reading program
provides for allowing all language

systems to work together'dnthusing
to advantage the skills a student

already possesses.

I

2. Seman .the': meaning associated with words and phrases.
Processi g skills include kndwledge of vocabulary and con-
cepts, u e,of context clueS; knowledge of idiomatic expres-
sions, a use of metaphors.

, 3. Syntacti --the structure of the language. Processing skills
include nowledge of grammatical functions, ordering of
words, a d sentence patterns.

Using' selected cues from the three systems cited above is
essential, in eciphering a written message. Proficient readers
sample the tl ree types of linguistic information simultaneously
and use only s much informatiOn as they need to gain Meaning in
accordanc.r with their immediate purpose for reading a particular
text. When th
predictable lai
enables them

e material being read includes familiar topics and
guage, this procedure used by proficient readers
to process language in rejativeTy large pieces.

Beginning readers and poor read,ers tend to processsmaller units of
language, bet use they believe that precise 'identification is

necessary for uccess. Sucb emphasis on small units tends to make
those readers epend o_ n one system Of language at theenense of
the other two These readers- need to .ex:petience how feels to
combine the t ree Systems si4ItapeousN. Any deficiency in the
ability to ut lize languaget:eliesg.,,,.unfamiliarity with the
vocabulary or the grammatical structure--may hamper or block
this translatioi process.

The princip 1 objectives of the language processing component
of a reading pr gram are:

1. To help students use efficiently 'the three kinds of linguistic;
informati n in combination to obtain. `meaning from written
language

2. To reinfo and expand the students' facility with each type
of lingur is information

3. To help tudents expand their abilities for processing the
elements unique to written language

Considerabl evidence suggests that Arne instructors define .

reading-too n rrowly and give disproportionate attention to the
decoding of symbols at the expense of attention to the other
systemsof language. One outcome is readers who can decode but
do not comprehend or understand the. particular vocabiilary used.
Another is a loss of motivation on'the part of students who cannot
find sense or success in repeated preactice of some of the steps in
the reading-process.

A high-quality reading program provides for (1) allowing all
language systems to work 'together; and (2) using to ad e the
skills a student already possesses. As a speaker, a dent alr dy,
uses all the language - systems. Ottly the symbol c Ages marke ly
in readingfrom oral to written foriri. Therefore, the use of
material with familiar meanings and syntactic str tures gives a
student. the opportunity to use problem-solving strategi make
the connection between. oral language and its written fOrm. If It is
to offer students such opportunities, the reading text must consist
of whole units of language (sentences, paragraphs) rather than
isolated words or letters. From a learning viewpoint, this approach



,
merely ,ensures that reading is taught. and practiced in exactly the
same way that it is actually used: in context with a purpose.

Reading instruction cannot be restricted to known topics and
highly*predictable langUage even though it begins there...What are
commonly referred to as reading problems could often more
accurately be regarded as misconceptions, over-generalizations, Or
incomplete information about language use in general. When
students have had enough successful experiences to become
convinced - that they can read and that readifig is 'a desirable
activity, they need to 'be encouraged to extend their abilitie; in
each of the three language systems in preparation for managing a
wide range of printed matter. This extension includes such tasks as
building a broader-vocabulary, increasing one's ability to interpret
more Complex sentence-patterns, and developing recognition of a
wider variety of phonetic associdtions. It takes place in concert
with the broadening of student's experiences.

Examining the features unique to written anciaboal language.
When reading instruction has been confined to a definition of
reading as "talk written down,'" many students live not gained
access to the larger world of print. To be able to predict or
recognize the language and style of a variety .of authors, students
need exposure to the features unique to written language. These
features include, such elements as sentence patterns common to

stories (e.g., "once upon a time"), conventions for presenting
dialogue (e.g., "'said" or "exclaimed"), knowledge about, how
printed English is presented (e.g., reading left to right, top to
bottom), the language1of reading instruction (e.g., page, sentence,
title), and so forth. Students who have been read to a great deal
usually acquire this knowledge naturally, often with no conscious
realization of the principles involved. Teachers need to recognize'
this and build upon it.

' The importance of students' oral language abilities has been
emphasized throughout th* section. The greater the 'students'
store of oral language skills, from vocabulary choice to varieties of
dialects and complexity of sentence -forms, the greater are the
studentS' chances .of recognizing language in print. This principle
points to the value of having teachers give considerable attention
to oral language development, both in early childhood and
throughout the school years, A well-balanced reading progryi
may be "heard" much of the time that is,,a high percentage of
listening and speaking accompany reading experiences in the
well-balanced program.

Especially at the beginning stages of learning, skill developruert
in oral and written lainguage probessing should be closely coor-
dinated with students' gradually broadening knowledge and beliefs,
about the world. Some students who appear to process written
language may be unable to comprehend it-If their instructors have
overemphasized decoding, the students may not recognize this
lack of comprehensiOn as a problem. To prevent such an
imbalance, instructors should ensure that the students' in-schOol'
and out-of-school-experiences are:

I. Accompanied by ever:expanding and increasingly advanced
forms ofjanguage

The great& The students' store
of oral langudge skills. the greater
are the students' chances of
recognizing language in print:

13
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Poes your program provide for
frequent opportunities for students

to ug and extend theirtoral languagetheir` oral
2

2. Considered in the selection and interpretation of written
language materials

'Beginners need very familiar contentas they learn Po regd., Later,
as the students focus son _reading to learn;, tlify an be introduced
to extensions and variations of the language and be giver! new
directions in their-reacting.

.;
QUESTIONS for determining, whether or nqt you are giving adequate
attention to language processing in yo r reading program

. ,

How does your program provide or:
4 .

I. Frequent opportunities for students to use and extend their
..., oral language skills as the basis for development of reading

g.

skills? , .
..

2. Daily opportunities for students to use the three cue systems
of written language (symbolic, semantic, syntactic) in com-
bination to obtain meaning? -- .

3. Instruction in reading and opportunities for'practice that are
designed flio help students increase their abilities' to use in
context:

,

a. Symbolic information: sound-letter relationships, phonetic
analysis, word recognition, structural - analysis; and so
forth?

b. Semantic information: vocabulary development, concept
development, use of context clues, idiomatic expressions,
use-of metaphor and similes, annotative/denotative mean-
ings, synonyms, antonyms, and so forth? .

c. Syntactic information: grammatical functions_, word order;,
sentence patterns, and so forth? .

. --.4pi-...-

4. Experiences designed to help students gain familiarity with
features unique to written language and knowledge necessary
for interpreting written language?

5..FrequAit opportunities for students to hear the oral reading
of written language, both live and recorded, and to respo d
to it in a variety of ways?

EXAMPLES of Activities

1. Use familiar content (song, short story, poem) to teach
sound-letter skills, phonetic analysis (e.g., examine a song
for rhyming, similar initial consonants, or verb endings).

2. Read regularly to students of all ages; select worthwhile
and varied literature; reread favorites manj, times; elicit
responses to literature that give rise to the use of new
vocabulary, language forms, and patterns in context.

3 Record stories, poems, plays, or chapters on tape for
-voluntary repeated listening;. use selections with rhymes,-
repeated verses or other forms of highly predictable
language for a gradual transition from being read to, to
reading with, to assuming independence.

4. Take verbatim, dictation of students' own language; this
can then be used when the students read by themselves or
read to the teacher or to peers.



5. Demonstrate and provide opportunities for students to
decode words by practicing letter-sound relationships.

6. Provide opportunities for repeated practice, in using \yaps
grouped according to particplar categori4 to promote/ he ,
rapid' recognition of such words.

7. Provide frequent opportunities for stuptslo read siln
8. Pvide frequent opportunities foi in ormil Choral read

of brief I:IN-complete predictable forms of-the fanguage
.

(such as songs, poems,,jingles, plays).
9. Demonstrate and then provide opportunities for students

to use ,root words, prefixes, suffixes, and context ip
Identifying words. f ,

10. Offef word gapes, w which students try to supply
synonyms or antonym to words appearing in a specified
context.

11. Construbt exercises in which students read stories and
provide synonyms for Underlined words'', alsq, encourage
students to make logical substitutions for unknown words
they encounter in their reading.

12. Encourage students to work on^vOsswor,d puzzles ,,and
compile personal dictionaries.

13. Encourage students to keep personal journals, diaries, and
logs and write endings to open-ended Stories.

14. Provide written activities designed for practice and rein-
forcement of specific skills.

15. Plan frequent experiences that will introduce new vpcabu-
lary in context and provide opportunities to use those
words.

Fluency and flexibility
To help students integrate the skills of comprehension and

language processing and become effective readers, teachers must
alio help students achieve fluency and flexibility in their reading.
Like the other language processes, reading is a tool of communica-
tion, not an end in itself.. Therefore, a re/der( must observe the
same guidelines that a listener :follows --to receive and process
information effectively,.. A Slieoefucre,der Or listener is,able (1)
to 'process language efficiently (achieve fluency); and (2) adapt
behavior to conform to the immediate needs, purpose, or content
of the reading task (achieve flexibility).

While instruction and practice in comprehension and language
processing contribute to fluency and flexibility,-- a complete
program plan should contain specific instruction in this area. This

' component of skill development in reading is frequently over-
looked or delayed. It should be made a part .of the instructional
program from the start, not after language processing and
comprehension are mastered. All of the components work
together to produce an effective reading program.

Achieving fluency in reading: Since meaningful language occurs
in units, such as phrases, sentences, and paragraphs, readers must
be able to process these units of language in a rhythm similar to
that used in oral communication. That is, reading Must "flow" just
as talking flows. Instruction should contain exercises to encourage

4-79120
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ASuccessful reader is able to
proces9.1anguage efficiently and to
adapt behavior to conform 'to the
immfftate needs, purpose, or,
content of the reading task.
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Proficient readers vary their rate
and type of reading to meet such
purposes as reading for accuracy,

previewing, or reviewi g.

the processing of these larger, units of language. However, this
relationship of oral and written language flow does not indicate
that oral reading leads to improved fluency in silent reading. Quite
the contrary is true.

Reading is a silent acts, therefore* teachers of high-quality
reading programs tend to use oral reading sparingly. However, oral
reading can serve as a means of securing information about a
student's reading ability and. capabilities in making drama and
poetry presentations. Fluency can also be documented by a -
student's-ability t' read a story silently in a reasonable length of
time and then retelyit or discuss it in terms that demonstrate that
the student has read the story.

Teachers can also assist students in achieving fluency by
encouraging them to have confidence in using their existing
problein-solving strategies to:

I,. Supply logical substitutions (e.g., synonyms, a differen.t
proper name) for unknown words.

2. Guess at 'the pronunciation of a word as long as they are able
to'retain meaning.

3. Guess at the meaning of a word and read on to verify or
correct the guess.

4. Attempt to keep reading instead of boggihg down too long
on one word or phrase.

Students may also need direction in realizing that' words can
vary in importance. They will need to determine which words and
concepts are crucial to meaning and determine which are
redundant or trivial in a given' selection.

Thus, instruction in fluency is concerned with the identification
and removal of any barriers that hinder smooth movement
through print. Some of this instruction can be accomplished
through discussions about reading, but fluency is fostered most by
offering opportunities and encouragement for students to take
risks and to begin to develop confidence in their ability to read
independently. The use of appropriate content is an integral part
of this process, of course..

Achieving flexibility in reading. Flexibility involves adapting the
reading process to suit the immediate situation. Proficient readers
vary their rate and type of reading to meet such purposes as
reading for accuracy (as in reading a recipe or directions for
constructing a model); previewing (skimming an entire book or
chapter or browsing through a newspaper by reading headlines'in
spme cases and entire articles in others); or reviewing key portions

0 in a chapter (studying for a test). Teachers in some reading
programs have been found to emphasize only the word-by-word
form of reading, which resulted in the students developing a
narrow and not fully practical application of reading.

To gain skills' in flexibility, students need to have learning
experiences that call for reading for a variety of purposes.
Students might read for major ideas of a sele6tion, read for certain
important details, skim to gain a quick overview of a section of a
document or a whole book,-scan to locate particular facts or ideas,
or read to experience a particular mood. Flexibility is fostered by



having purposes for reading that compel readers to 'wad in certain
was Therefore, flexibility, results from a searchTor meaning.

The various purposes for reading call for different rates at which
one reads. While rapid reading is not approprifte for all purposes,
it.is useful-in many situations. Students need to realize that their
purpose and the material itself-determine tyie rate, at which they
recd. Also, a-certain speed is usually necessary for reading'to take
place.

The basic objective of teaching fluency and fleNibilitry in a
reading .program is to.

14
help students adapt their Ving to the

immediate purpose. Older students can furtherliel d to realize
that they have considerable control over their skill in reading and
can put it to work in a variety of ways.

QUESTIONS for determining whether or nbt y6u have given adequate
emphasis to fluency anJ"flexibility in your reading program

How'does your program provide for:
I. Frequent activities that' require/students to focus on reading

fluency? '
2. OpportunitieS for students to monitor their own fluency?
3. A higher percentage of silent reading activiks than of oral

.

reading?
4. Frequent activities .that require students to focus on flexi-

bility by:
,a. Requiring them to use various rates of reading?
b. Requiring them to adapt their reading to meet ditferent

purposes and kinds of reading materials? I

EXAMPLES of Activities 2
I. Provide a variety of timed reading activities designed to

help students learn how to use vario4 reading rates
according to purpose or material.

2. Play tape recordings of stories and poetry:
. a. For students to listen to, then read along with, and

then read independently.
b. That were taped by students themselves so that- they

can listen to and assess their own reading skills.
3. Develop prereading tasks in which students:

a. Skim to get the general idea or an overview of a
written document.

b. Scan to learn the setting and characters of a story.
c. Skim; then forMulate predictions about the story.

4. Develop.post-reading tasks in which students:
a. Practice and read a favorite selection orally to others.
b. Enact a. story as a play, witlj selected students reading

the dialogue as it occurs (after having time to'practice
reading the dialogue).

5. Use plays, TV scripts, or otI1ey scripts as reading materials,
allowing several practice sessions' before students pretent
the material before a group.

4.

9
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How does your program provide
for frequent activities that require
students to focus on reading'
fluency?
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lirovide frequ opportunities
for. studenk.to i ct and ;bare

reading expe'riences.
,

4.

6. Provide readings of prose and poetry to expose students to
'ever increasingmounts and varieties of written language.

7. Encourage choral reading pf 'songs, rhymes, poems,

s or in -small groups, read a
e words of greatest importan e-

speeches, and so forth.
8. Have students, with partn

one-page story and underli
and bracket words of least importance.

9. When students encounter unknown words, encourage them
to:
a. Try other words that make sense.
b. Read on for contextual clues, guess, c

go back and define the words.
10. Create imaginary but plausible situations that de rid

different kinds of reading; e.g., "Pretend that are
taking a timed4xam. With only ten minutes left, you
discover that you had failed to see the last section of the
test, which' requires reading a short story and answering
questions. In the next ten minutes, do exactly what you
would do in this situation."

11. To develop appropriate phrasing ability for the purpose of
Teading to an audience, have students listen to tapes of
their own oral reading and to one, another to assess
whether they need more practice to make th r oral
reading sound more natural, and understandabl to a
listener.

Motivation
well-balaliced reading program, substantial attention is

'given `td the role that motivation plays in the develOpment of
reAding skills. Rbatling tasks make sense to students when .they
perceke reading as being personally and socially attainable, useful,
enjoyable, and desirable. A climate that supports the development
of these perceptions. promotes efficient and stimulating use of
instructional time.

Ways df Enhancing Motivation
At the core otmotivation is a student's perception that reading

is rtcessary and possible. For students not yet "hooked on
books," developing this perception requires their having experi-
ences in which. reading helps them accomplish or learn things they
consider itaportant and in which the attainment of success gives
thein the confidence to continue efforts to improve their reading

.'ability. Five important-ways of providing such experiences are:
, .

1; Knowing and using information about students and providing
opportu'ilities for success in reading tasks

2. Making-appropriate and varied materials available
3. Modeling reading and writing as usefpl and desirable activities
4. 'Proiiding'substantial and for students

to read materials they have selecte r themselves
5. Providing frequent opportunities for Students to interact with

one another in connection with reading and to.share reading',
experiences



Knowing and using information about students and pro4Ocling
opportunities for success in reading tasks. The effectiveness of
reading irrstru,ction is likely to be enhanced when teachers design
activities and select materials on the basis of students' achievement
levels, inikerests, e,xperience (bothnin -school and outside-of school),
knoViledW, and culture. Teachers that draw on these kinds of
information can increase a student's desire to reads Moreover;
proceeding from the familiar to- the new tends to enhance the
student's enjoYhient of re ing and chances of experiencing
success.. -

Another important kind" of kno edge about a student is the
student's -View of reading nd. student s,perception of hirnsete
or . herself as .a presen or potential readercIn, addition- to
infitiencing curriculum planning; -this information affects the
teacher's and student's expectations concerning the student's rate
of progress.

A

Making aPplippriate and varied: materials .,avallabfe:14fOratching
reading materials to students' interests and abilities requires a wide
variety of reading materials, ranging. from informal (e.g., news-.
papers, television guides, and n2enus).to more formal (e.g., short
stories; poetry, plays, and reference materials).

Modeling reading as a useful and desirable activk. Students'
motivation is likely to increase when the students believe that
reading is an ordinary but important part of daily life. One
important way, they can develop this view is to see the adults in
their lives regularly use and enjoy reading materials in a variety of
AVays. Such instances can range from incidental consultation of a
newspaper for the weather foricast to a sharing of thoughts and

Is feelings about a novel. When students see adults respond to print
with laughter or disagreement, they gain an image of reading as an
'interaction between a reader and an author rather than an abstract
activity.

Providing substantial an,,c1 frequent opportunities for students to
read materials they have selected for tliemselves. Reading fre-
quently does more to further motivation than talking about
reading. once a student has established an understanding of the

.s\tfull scope of w t is' being sought, the path is smoothed for the
acquisition of use I reading skills and habits. When they have
opportunities to read personally selected materials without inter-
ruption, former nonreaders come to see that reading is much, easier
than they previously believed. This activity also enhances motiva-
tion, because it places primary responsibilifY on the learner. .,

Providing frequent opportunities for students to interact and.
share reading experiences. Peer rinteraction about what is being
read can contribute significantly, to Student motivation. A sharing
of interest in a story or other Material can help students dispel
past fears or misconceptions -about reading.In such situations, the
focus is taken off the act of readinitself, and reading is shown to
be a tool for gaining access to desiTd,rnaterial, such as mysteries,
old favorite stories, and verses to new.- , popular songs.

Substantial disctission periods before and after reading can
prove highly productive for creating enthusiasm about reading.

a.
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ReaSng tasks make-sense to
students when they perceive reading

' as being personally and socially
attainable, useful, enjoyable, AI
desirable.
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Have students listen to taped
stories or chapters and-read along'

with the tapes until they gain
confidence in reading alone.

Peer-to-peer interaction about reading not only gives status to
reading but also provides opportbnities for the students to reflect
on what they have read.

Through the five avenues cited for helping students perceive
that reading is necessary and, possible, students can be helped to:
(1) perCeive of themselves as readers; (2) regard reading as
necessary to their daily lives; (3) find pleasure in reading
'experiences; and (4) want to develop more effective reading skills
and habits.

,

QUESTIONS for determining whet* or net you are giving adequate
emphasis to motivation in your program

41.

How does your program provide for:
1. Knowing and using information about students and prdyiding

opportunities for success in reading tasks?
2. Making appropriate and varied 'materials available?
3. Modeling, reading and writing as- useful and desirable

activities?
4. Providing substantial and frequent opportunities for students

to read materials they have selected for.themselves ?,
5. Providing frequent opportunities for students to interact with

one another in connection with reading and to share' reading
experiences?

EXAMPLES of Activities

1. Emphasize positive models. Students need to see adults:
a. Use reading daily as a necessary, .practipal.tool.
b. Enjoy reading.
c. Respond to fiction (e.g., with liking or digliking, laughter

or. sadness) and nonfiction (ei$., by forming opinions,
making judgments, or creatiaig something new).

2. Provide students with opportunities fortuccess:
a. Use already memorized language .as reading material (e.g.,

songs, television commercials, poetry, jingles).
b. Provide a variety of high-interest materials at appropriate

reading levels (e.g., magazines, books, newspapers, televi-
sion guides).

c. Encourage students to help.one another read together.
d. Have students listen, to taped stories or chapters and read

along with the tapes until they gain confide in reading
alone.

-e. Encourage frequent sharing of experiences 'and-informa-
tion about materials read.

3. Create a need to read through certain types of materials that
are used 'everyday,, such, as the following (selected for

_appropriateness to age level): cafeteria menus, food labels,
application forms, popular_songs, joke books,, recipes, and'
directions for model building.

4. Help students deve p the desire to read in these 'ways:
a. Read to student -regularly. .

b. Introduce favorite books by reading a portion of the'
beginning or one of the chapters. Have multiple copied" f

2'
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the books available so the students can read the book on
their own.

c. Have students prepare a classroom best sellers list; display
these book-s. _

d. Haves students Write their own play and perform it in class.

S. Provide frequent opportunities for independent reading,
especially with student-selected materials, and provide for
uninterrupted periods of reading.

6. Vary instructional techniques, grouPing, and the classroom
environment to promote interest, creativity,.and growth:
a. Display books, posters, maps, and spdents' work.

Use pairs, teams, whole-class instruction, audiovisual mate-
rids, guest speakers, parent aides, and learning centers

'- when it is appropriate.

L.
, Application

.On keeping with the foregoing discussion that reading is most
-productively viewed as a tool and nOt an end in itself, teachers in a
highlquality reading program give an important . place to the
application of skills from the first, day of instruction. While the
concepts discussed in this section rely upoli the information
presented earlier about comprehension, Janguafe processing, and
motivation as the bases for instruction, the .seqatce of these
sections is not intended to .imply that skill' development and
motivation precede application. All of the components work
together. For some students, wanting to read about a hobby or a
goal,. such as learning to drive, would produce enough motivation
to become a good reader. For others, trying to read materials
about .a familiar topic, such as cooking or baseball, can help
st dents discover t they are better readers than .they thought

y were. This .view r phaSizes the notion, that the most
e ective instructional Strategy in reading is to have students read

from a variety of materials on a regular basis.
Reading to satisfy one's own interests or gain desired infdrma-

tion gives meaning and practice in (1) reading to understand; (2)
integrating and using language processing skills; ,and (3) reading
fluently for various purpOses. In some reading programs that have
been ineffective in producing desired results, it has been found
that the instructors offered too few opportunities for students to
have meaningful reading experiences and, often, they offered
those few- opportunities after extensive isolated skill instruction.
Ananalogy could be described in tennis instruction in which an
effective instructor would not only have students practice serves,
ground shots:and overhead shots but also give them a chance to
play the game from the very beginning of the instruction.
Similarly, reading students benefit from practicing reading in a
variety of situations from the beginning of the instruction.

-In addition, the goal-of reading instruction sholild.encOmpass
liore than the development of proficient readers who- can
comprehend written language. The content of what they read is
also important. Reading instruction should increase the informa-
tion; ideas, and concepts that students have about the world,

I

The most effective instructional
strategy in reading is to have
students read from a variety of

'materials on a regular basis.
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culture, and society. Reading programs should expose students to
some of the best and deepest thoughts of the culture in which
they live, introduce them to different points of ,view, and show
individual and cultural values in operation.

While not exhaustive, the following subcomponents of applica-
tion in the reading process represent several uses a person might
have for reading, both as a student and as an adult. Whether or not
these particular labels are used, a complete reading program should
address:

I. Reading and responding to literature
2. Reading in the content areas
3. Recreational reading
4.. Study skills
5. Practical uses of re ading

Reading and Responding to Literature
Helping students learn to rea d is only part of the final goal of

reading instruction. Teachers of reading should also seek to
stimulate students to become lifelong readers, help themappre-
ciate fine literature, and enable them to refine their personal
values through interaction with literature in,a variety of forms.

A strong literature program will encourVge students to regard
books as an interesting, productive, way to learn ,more about life
and the world. Literature can be viewed as another avenue. for
gaining knowledge about oneself, one's culture, and others and
extending one's existing' knowledge with new information And
ideas. °

In addition to the major purpose of helping students to,know
the potential contribution of literature to their lives, a literature
progrAm offers advantages for the development of reading abilities.
Interesting, 'Cvell-written materials are excellpnt vehicles for gener-

ing student excitement about reading. Students who are ab-
Ibrbed in literature will voluntarily practice, master, and extend
their reading skills. To gain these benefits, students need to
become aware of an array of literature, be helped to develop
means of personal selection, and be encouraged to appreciate
different interiretations of a-single' work. Therefore,,it is essential
that teachers of literature be familiar with the best literature
available'for the age group they teach. In addition, care should be
taken to introduce students to a variety of literature that
represents a broad spectrum of cultural experiences.

/ Literature ,instructors can help' students become aware of the
values and beliefs of their own and other cultures. They can also
use literature ,to help students develop personal and social
responsibility. akid respect for others. Adults can be powerful
models through the types of literature they select and read.

QUESTIONS for determining whether or not you are giving adequate
attention to literature in your reading prograns

How does your literature program provide for:
1. Frequent opportunities for students to read for personal

pleasure and to relate others' ideas to their own ideas?

1
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22 A number of opportunities or requirements to read or listen.
to g variety of high-quality literature?

s3:Exposui1e to a range of reading materiaJs from which students-
. can learn to make independent selections: %I -

a. Through -courses on ;the study of variOus forms of
literature? .

b. As a regular part, of the reading program?
is 'c. Through the use of literature from many cultures?

EXAMPLES of Activities

1. Establish regular periods for uninterrupted silent reading.
2. Provide time for browsing in a library, with a priority on

exploring other kinds of reading inatter that thd students'
-

have read before. -

3. Develop interesting activities to introduce'st4dents to van u
types of recreational-readingsuct as the fqllowing:
a. Find one magazine you' would especially like a subscrip-

tion to; and tell. why you chose it. What magazine would
be your second choice?

b. Locate two or three different Sunday newspapers. Find a
section you especially like (such as sports, travel, comiCs).
Compare for similaritM and differences.

c. (To be done over several days.) Look through the various
sections of the library listed below to find .at.;iteast one
example of each type that has descriptions of peons who
represent your culture, ethnic group, family background,
and language. at is, can you find people like yourself infi
(1). fiction; (2) biography and autobiography; (3) maga-
zines; (4) sports tories; (5) poetry; and (6) plays?

d. Determine the value of reading the cover flaps on oneJype
of book' (such as fiction). In a group of three to five
people, each read two or thlee books and meet to report
on the accuracy and ability of writers of cover flaps to
present the story fairly.

e. Conduct interviews with people you know, from your own
age to your grandparents,' age, to find (out about reading
habits. Ask such questions as: I /
(1) Do you read 'for your own pleasure?
(2) If yes, what types of 'books, magazines, newspapers,

and so forth? ,

(3) 'Where do you get your reading materials? /
/

(4) What book are you now reading?
(5) How. many hdoks, magazines, and newspapers o you

. think you read in, a month?
- 4. Provide opportuhities for students to see,evidence th 1 adults

read, and appreciate fine literature and are willing to share
their responses informally or through "book talks.".'.

5. Hold discussions on a number of books on one topic in which
students discuss values embodied and debate about character-
izations, actions, and motives.

6. Compare and contrast stories on similar themes from
different cultures; discuss why and how a particular story
reflects the values of that. culture.

V

*i

Provide time for browsing in a
library, with a priority on exploring
other kinds of reading matter than
the students have read before.
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Students' reading comprehension
is improved when their reading

is preceded by real 'and vicarious
experiences and discussions of

ideas related to the content of a
. selection.

,

7. Read aloud from several kinds of literature.
8. Listen to tapes and records6of portions of literary se ections.
9. Establish, a reqdired reading List.

Reading in the Content Areas
Reading in the content areas of the curriculum requires the

same-skills of comprehension and 4anguage processing as required
in other kinds of reading. _It also serves as an important means of
promoting the development of such skills. A weakness of many
reading programs is that they fail to help students transfer what
they have learned about reading in general to. their efforts, in the
content areas. Also, some instructors assume that the reading of
content area materials requires totally Afferent reading ap-
proaches from the reading of other types of material. Schools
that emphasize the teaching of reading in the cont areas
promote the, continuous applicatiOn and extension of reading
skills.

Reading in content areas can be a part of the instructional
program at all levels. Elementary school teachers can develop and
reinforce reading skills while teaching such subjects as art, social
studies, and science. High schoolteachers can teach study skills
specific to their content areas, such as map reading. Tb carry out
this approach,, all teachers should have access to materials that
vary in complexity of conceptual presentation and language
structures, so that students with different abilities can be
challenged and yet be successful in their reading activities.

Instruction in any area should bridge the gap between what
students know and what they need to know. For reading activities
in any content area, the students' existing knowledge and language
competence must be used as a basis for the vocabulary wid/
concept development needed for that area. Students' comprehen-
sion of content area materials .is related to the existing knowledge
they bring to bear upon the new materials.

The use of appropriate activities before, during, and after
reading of curriculum materials can help students develop strate-
gies to understand what they are studying. Research suggests .that
students' reading comprehension is improved when their reading is
preceded by real and vicarious experienpes and discussiOns of ideas
related to the content of a selection- and when they are given
"guideposts" indicating what to look for while reading. having
students set purposes for reading and encouraging their question-
ing at various levels of comprehensiOn can help students be more'
successful while they are .reading an assignment. Post-reading
activities can be used to reinforce and extend underslanding as
well as to enhance the reading of the text. Focusing on major ideas
requires a different kind of reading from focusing on specific
details.

The textbooks used in subject areas are often quite difficult,
because of their attempts to cover enormous bodies of informa-
tion in limited space and their use of technical vocabulary' that is
often unfamiliar to the reader. Rewriting materials, furnishing
study guides, and providing supplementary materials can help
students read at their interest and ability levels. Teaching the
study skills that apply to each subject area can also aid students in
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' attaining full comprehension of content material. (A discussion of
study skills follows in a separate section.) I re

QUESTIONS for determining whether or not YOU) area giving adequate
attention to .reading in the content areas in your reading program

How does your reading program provide for:
1. Opportunities for students to reinforce and develop concepts

necessary to new areas' of study before they reads about

InstructionInstruction in the feattires most characteristic of each subject
area and its written materials?

3. Reinforcement and extension of students' present reading
skills through their use of the skills reqUired in the various
content areas?

EXAMPLES of Activities

1. Develop'prereading activities in which students:
; a. Discuss experiences they have had or things they already

know that are related to the content to be covered.
b. Are exposed to visual materials, such as photographs

films, and slides that set the stage for reading.
c. Learn new, or technical vocabulary through direct experi-

ences and discussions in which the terms are introduced in
their natural context:

d. Hear a talk by someone Who is knowledgeable about the
subject of the reading or a ,related subject.

e. -Set purposes for reading; e.g., to get. detailed facts to
'support a point of view, to build a ,model; to "conduct an
experiment.

2. Provide enough time for effective reading of content mate-
rials:
a. The teacher reads the first paragraph or page orally to

launch-the activity.
b. Students team up to read to each other.
c. The teacher provides selections of varying difficulty on the

same topic.
3. Develop postAreading activities in which students:

a. In pairs, in sthall groups, or within a whole-class discussion,
a answer questions at all levels of comprehension.
b. Write summary statements about what they have learned

from their reading.
c. Create something from 'directions given in writ h.
d. Compare the treatment of the topic by different authors.
e. DiscuSs how the text differs from others_ they have read.

Recreational Reading
Another important task of the school is to help students

experierice how reading can play a major role iii their daily lives
and enable them to perceive reading as a desl'rable and pleasurable
use of one's time. Many students can, but do not, read when they
leave schOol. Such students should be ,helped before they leave
school to reach the point where they find reading to be a possible

32
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Teachers should help students enjoy
reading to such a degree that they

will select it as a leisure-time activity.

means of relaxation, source of pleasure, and a pathway to new
areas to explore. To makereaditng an activity that students value
beyond the school reading program requirements, teachers should
help students enjoy reading to such a degree that they will select it
as a leisure-time activity.

In at well-balanced reading program, time for l'oreational and
voluntary reading is built into the school prog.15m, and outside
reading activities are 'promoted and recognized. Recreational
reading is included in 'both elementary and high school programs
to build student interests. Such an approach provides a highly
effective means of giving students an opp9rtunity to practice,
master,and extend their reading skills.' It also allows "each student
to develop opportunities to pursue educational interests," which is
a requirement in the state's school improvement bill' (AB 65)..

Providing a high-quality recreational reading program requires
planning. The new school improvement bill requires that a variety
Of materials that appeal to students with diverse interests,
backgrounds, and abilities must be made available. Teachers must
be able to help students select, books that capture their interest
and are written in language the students understand. Perhaps most
importantly, teachers must encourage and motivate students to
read and respond to written materials.

QUESTIONS for determining whether or not you are giving adequate
attention to recreational reading in your reading program

How does your program provide for:
1. Easy access by students to a variety of books and other

printed materials?
2. Courses to stimulate recreational reading?
3. Regularly scheduled periods of silent sustained reading?
4. Materials that stimulate students to explore particular areas

of interest?
5. A library program that supports recreational reading?
6. Opportunities for students to learn from one another?
7. Opportunities for students to purchase their own books?
8. Opportunities for self-selected reading?

EXAMPLES of Activities

1. Establish daily sessions of sustained silent reading.
2. Make sure that libraries and classrooms contain a variety of

high-quality and current reading materials.
) Develop activities that encourage students to share their

interests, recommend books to one another, and team from,
one another.

4. Make sure that parents, teachers, and other role models show
enthusiasm for reading and that they read to students as well
as encourage students to read independently.

5. Hold book *fairs, young authors' conferences, and other
schoor or regional gatherings relal(ed to reading.

6. Develop school assignments. that include reading and dis-
cussiobs of reading with family members at home.

7. Integrate the library program with classroom instruction.
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Study Skills
The development of independent study skills related to reading

enhances a student's ability to learn in all content areas. Since
such skills are a- means to an endLe:, acquiring, assimilating, and
Synthesizing knowledgethey are most effectively learned-when
they are applied.Within a meaningful context and when they build
on or develop a. student's background of infOrmation, ideas, and
concepts. .

A colnprehensive reading program would include instruction in
independent 's'tudy methods, such as the survey, question, read,
and review system. In such a method, a student surveys material
be read by looking through the entire selection to note its
'organization or determine its main sections. The student sets
purposes for reading, turns major headings into questions, and
then reads to 'answer the questions. After reading, the student
recites or recalls what has been read and reviews the selections for
further clarification. Adaptations of this and other methods, such
as directed reading activities, can be used in all subject areas.

The central element of studying is setting or being clear about
the purpose for the study, Maintaining a clear focus- on the
purpose of an assignment or the proposed use of the reading is
vital to efficient. study. Consequently, the process of setting 'and
clarifying the purposes deserves specific instruction within a
reading program.

When planning instruction in study skills, it is important to bear
in hind that such activities make use of reading -skills as well.
Many activities that are generally classified as study activities also
require writing skills (as m outlining, note-taking, and so forth).
For example,,one reads, then takes notes, and then later reads the
notes again to,study. .

In addition to covering independent study skills; a comprehen-
sive program would equip students to locate and use printed
information from a variety of sources, such as the contents or
index of a bobk, the card catalog, the Readers' Guide to Periodical
Liteiature, encyclopedias, newspapers, and magazines. Knowing
how to read other forms of printed information, such as maps,
graphs,. charts, and labels, also contributes to a student's learning
ability; Often these other skills are taught within the context of
content-area instruction.

QUESTIONS for determining whether or not you; are giving adequate
attention to research and study'skilis in your reading program

How does your program provide for:
1. Opportunities for students tftlearn how to set purposes that

are consistent with what thell, want to know?
2. Instruction in learning to locate and use printed information

from ,a variety of sources (e.g., encyclopedias, card catalog)?
3. Instnktion in learning to organize information in a variety of

ways to suit a particular purpose (e.g., outlining, n_ ote-taking,

summarizing)?
4. Initruction in learning how to use other forms of printed

information (e.g., maps, graphs, charts, tables)? -
5. Instruction in learning to use independent study methods?
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A comprehensive program would
include instruction'and reinforce-

ment in such skills as reading signs
and labels and locating and using

printed information from such
sources as newspapers.

EXAMPLES of Activities

1. Provide activities in whith students look for information of
interest in encyclopedias, 'newspapers, and magazines and'
then take notes, make summaries, or outline information, in
order to share the information with others.

2. Provick activities which students listen to a.short lecture
on a topic of interest and write down the main points of the
lecture. At the conclusion of the talk, the students can fill in
the details and then compare notes with one another's notes
and with the lecture text.

3. Have students locate a speciiic book title card and author
card in the card catalog; then direct them to find books on a
certain topit-of interest by using subject cards.

4. Have students read a single 'selection three times, each tim
with a different purpose:
a.. Read for main ideas.
b. Read for what is similar to their own lives.
c. Read for what they. like or do not like about &he author's

style.
5. Provide activities in which students exchange outlines or

notes, and without having read the corresponding text from
which the outlines or text were taken, attempt to reconstruct
the article or story read by the peer. If necessary, each
student improves his or her outline until the peer can do the
task successfully.

Practical Uses of Reading
Since reading is an important practical tool in everyday living,

the component called practical uses of readinerepresents the fifth
important gpplication that should be considered in the design of
an effective reading program. A comprehensive program would
include instruction anti reinforcement in such skills as reading
signs and labels and locating and using printed information from
such sources -as newspapers, catalogs, maps, telephone books,
television guides, and magazines. Instruction would also cover the

,use of readingior functional purpose's, such as completing job or.
loan applications, reading election ballots, and taking driver's tests.

Instruction in how to use practical materials can also enhance
students' awareness' as consumers and their ability to function in (

everyday situations. Langdge processing and comprehension skills
are practiced and' improved through the use of interesting'
materials the students encounter every day. As in other uses of
reading, the purposes of the activity are regarded foremok, and
students draw on reading skills within the context of natural use.

QUESTIONS for determining whether or not you are giving lequate
attention to the practical uses of reading in your reading program

Haw does your program provide for:
1. Opportunities for students to learn to use reading to gain

basic survival information (reading signs and labels)?
2. Instruction in how to locate 'and use printed information

from a variety of sources (e.g., telephone books, catalogs,
newspapers, maps)?
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3. Idstruction in how to use reading for functional purposes.
4.4 (e.g., completing job or loan applications, reading election

ballots, taking driver's tests)?
4. Making students- aware of _everyday activities that can be

enhanced, made easily accomplishable, or made possible
through reading?

,

EXAMPLES of Activities

1. Have students read the labels on cans of food to answer such
questions as these: What are the directions for cooking this
food? What are its ingredients? What recipes, if any, are listed
on the can?

2. Have students compare frOm two different restaurants the
offerings and prices on .the menus.

3. Have students read various sections of a newspaper for such
purposes as finding a job they would like, locating ail'
editorial with which they agree or disagree, or comparing
advertisements for "selling" techniquesused. .

4. Develop activities, in which students follow written directions
for such purposes as assembling a model airplane,' baking
bread, or cleaning,a typewriter.

5. Have Students use a street map to find the locations of
particular buildings, such as/their school, a post office, or a
television station.

.6. Have Students use a television guide to find their favorite
program for a particular night.

7. Have students identify important sources of current informa-
tion at the scher61; e.g., daily schedule, cafeteria menu,
directions forlasks, announcements).

t
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Have students identify important
sources of current information.
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Key
Issues for Implementing

High-Quality
Reading Program

The curriculum issues discussed in the first section of this
handbook represent the core of the reading program. However, to
enable students to receive The full impact of a well-designed,
balanced program, school planners must also address several
implementation factors. For the purpose of this handbook, these
issues have been divided into two categories: classroom-level issues
and school-level issues.

Classroom-level issues have) to do with decisions that must be
made by a teacher or a team of teachers, either at grade level or
department level, to carry out a program with students. These
decisions Concern such matters as organization of the classroom,
teaching methods, and recordkeeping. The discussion in this
section provides answers .to this question: How will the program
be delivered?

School-level issues have to do with decisions that must be made
by a school staff or district*as a" whole. These decisions would
range from developing the list of course offerings and academic
requirements to formulating a total school philosophy on reading
and language instruction. The discussion in this section provides
answers,to this question: What school policies are necessarr
implementation?

Classroom-Level ISsues
Classroom decisions translate the general skill development,

motivation, and application goals and curricular activities dis-
cussed in section 1 of this handbook into the' daily and monthly
classroom tasks that involve such matters as the following:

1. Classroom climate
2. Classroom organization
3. Personalization of instruction and selection and use

of materials
4. Teaching methodology
5. Systems for monitoring student progress and adjust-

ing learning activities

Climate in the ClassrOom
Classroom climate refers to decisions a teacher makes

about how to promote a task-oriente atmosphere and
productive relationships among the people in the classroom,
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both adults and studes. The schobl improvement program '(AB
65) requirements emplinize that efforts must be made in all divi-
sions of the-instructional program to make classroom environments
conducive to learning. .The teacher has primary responsibility for
structuring and managing the classroom in a way that minimats
disruptions and maximizes interest, motivation, and cooperation.

Organization of the Classroom
Classroom organization decisions relate to the efficient manage-

ment of the classroom. The teacher is responsible for utilizing to
the fullest extent possible, the time he. or she spends instructing
,students, helping students utilize the time they spend on appro-
priate learning tasks, apd bringing about smooth operation of the
classroom. -

A teacher's time is a valuable resource that should be allocated*
carefully when the teacher makes such decisions as whether or not
large- or small -group instruction is more efficient for a specific
learning task. Too much time spent lecturing can leave too little
'time to work with individual students, but too much time spent
with indiViduals can prevent regular contact with all students. The
teacher must make choices as to how his or her time can best be
used.

The teacher must also make decisions directed at helping
students maximize the time they- nd engaged in, appropriate
Darning activities. First, the teach st select an activity that is
responsive to the needs and intereiof a given student. Second,
the teacher Must see that the student spends a productive amount
of time in iaccomplishing the task. Both the selection of the
appropriate task and the student's engagement in the task are
essential in utilizing the learning time and in promoting contin-
uous progress.

,Finally, a teacher must decide how to organize available time,,
materials, and facilities in a way that 'promotes a smooth
operation. Individual classroom standards, schedules, and proce-
dures can be used as the basis fo? such decisions.

Personalized InWuction and Utilization of Materials
Personalizing of instruction means responding to the kiividual

needs and performance levels of students. Being responsive to
individual needs, strengths, interests, and learnihg styles does not
necessarily require one-to-one instruction, nor does it mean that
each student should be engaged in a different, task. Rather, the
notion of responsiveness emphasizes the effective use of a variety
of teaching strategies, materials, and curricula to help each student
learn best. .

To personalize instruction, a teacher must make decisions about
how to determine student needs, how to place students in
appropriate learning activities, how to group students for instruc-
tion, and how to address student needs in regard to district
proficiency standards and overall standards. A responsive environn
ment provides for maximum learner time on productive tasks and

.continuous student progress. '
The. use of curriculum materials refers 'to the decisions a teacher

makes as to which materials are best suited for accomplishing



particular tasks and how best to use the materials. These decisions
are likely to be beneficial to students when the teacher considers
the individual skill needs, cultural characteristics of the students,
and the characteristics of the curriculum materials themselves. -14ira,
Teaching ,Methodology

..114

Teaching methodology refers to the decisions a teach4'
about how to structure and deliver instruction. The de ins
include selecting and teaching to objectives, using appropreatg
principles of reinforcement and motivation, and scheduling oppor-
tunities for practice.

Tcaching methodology also includes. making choices as to which
instiuctional fnat (e.g., lecture, small-group discussion, ques-
tioning techniques) will begt promote learning. Teachers can make
better decisions when they. are. aware of the variety of teaching

ustyles available to them and are open to using appropriate
combinations to ensure student progress.

Systems for Monitoring Progress
Systems for monitoring' student progress refers to the system a

teacher has established for keeping track of student needs and
progress. The type of information a teacher collects allows the
teacher to constantly adjust instruction td facilitate continuous
progress On the part of students. The school improvement program
(AB 65) requirements for continuous progress Underline the need
for a useful monitoring system.

Systems for monitoring pl.-ogress need not be elaborate or
greatly time consuming. Much of the information teachers find
valuable and use on a daily basis is informal. For example, some
teachers make daily informal written or mental notes regarding
studedt progress. In addition,. a teacher needs a simple means of
recording essential data. Data can be obtained from a variety of
sources to produce as complete a picture as possible. A teacher
might use several of the following in combination:

1. Teacher observations and checklists
2. Item, analysis of standardized tests for individuals or groups
3. Informal reading inventories'
4. Notes on the oral reading of selected paragraphs
5. Notes on the silent reading of selected paragraphs
6. Criterion-referenced tests

Continuums and Management Systems
Reading skill continuums and reading management systems have

been widely used in determining 'which skills to teach and -what
kinds- of activities to use to 'provide instruction, practice, and
reinforcement. If kept in proper perspeciive acid utilized as a
segment of a total reading program, some of thesd.continuums and
systems may be helpful. All too often, however, they become
viewed as the total reading program. The following three charac-
teristics of the process of developing reading abilities show some
possible dangers in relying exclusively on reading skill continuums
'and management systems:

1. Uneven complexity of skills and time required for acquisition
of skills. Many management systems do not include a proper

/17
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and curricula to help each student
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balance of skills from each of the major components
-discussed in this handbook. Furthermore, some skills cannot .

. be divided into discrete packages and learned at a distinct
time as epsily as others. While, just as important to reading
proficiency, these skills tend to be left out of the reading skill
continuums or are neglected in instruction' based on 'such
systems. For example, extending he ability to. use- and
understand complicated ling is patterns is '.crucial to the
development of reading._ ability and requires a substantial
foundation of reading, speaking, and listening activities.
Improvement may be gradual, and this particular skill does
not lend itself to a given date at which it can bemarked off
as ,learned. As a result, soineOf the Most powerful language
processing, comprehension, and fluency skills are minimized
by or excluded from reading programs based upon skill
continuums.

2. Necessity of Continued 'attention and practice to achigve
.proficiency. Even skills that appear to have been learned'need
reinforcement. Instoiction in a given skill resembles a'
continuous upward spiral more than a single step of a,
staircase.

3. Lack of absolute scope and sequence in reading skills.
Finally, reading continuums assume skills are learned in a
linear fashion; ire., a student cannot learn a given skill until
he or she has mastered the previous one. Research suggests,
however, that students learn to read in a much' more,
circuitous way. They tend to use .information froin a :variety
of sources to grasp meaning when they read, apparently
skipping stages, relying on some cues more than others, and
utilizing diverse ways of cornbining that information. Read-
ing management systems can encourage an Overly rigid
unfolding of the curriculum and fail to respond adequately to
student's needs.

If reading skill continuums and reading management systems are ,
to be used, they must be examined in terms of-all of .the.essential
areas of reading instruction. If they contain gaps or specify'
inappropriate means of assessment, other methods must .be
employed to produce a satisfactory, complete package,. As was
mentioned earlier, it is suggested that planners use the present
document and the Department of Education's Handbook. for
Assessing an Elementary ,School Program and the Handbook for
Assessing a Se'condary School Program for assistance in formulat-
ing a total, effective educational program

QUESTIONS for determining whether or not you are giving adequate
attention to classroom-level decisions in your reading program

How does your program provide for:
I Effective integration of instruction in skill development,

motivation, and application into your daily classroom
g6m?

2. A classrodm climate that is conducive to learning and that
promotes independent, pleasurable reading activities and
interactive language experiences?
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3. A classroom organization that maximizes teachers' instruc-
tional time and student learning time and that provides for
tile smooth and efficient operation of the classroom.

4. Instruction and materials that are responsive to students'
academic levels?

5. Classroom instruction that reflects effective teaching prac-
tices?

6. Effective Methods of keeping track of and :matching instruc-
tion tp,,student progress?i

School- Level Issues
SohooVlevel program decisions pertain to the way a school is

organized to provide a balanced reading program, and they involve
stichthatteis as the following:

1. School policies and program philosophy
2. Availability of a variety of programs and courses
3. Student placement
4. Provision for studenTaisabilities
5. Student assessment/evaluation
6. Reports to parents

School Policies and Program Philosophy
SchoolgOlicies refer to schoolwide commitments that strength-

en and enhance the reading program. A school that consider
reading an, instructional priority needs a philosophy statement
guiding all aspects of the school program pertaining to reading. A
policy statement should specify academic, or course requirements
or standards of quality a school ftasctet; it- should promote
continuity of instruction. If s4pport personnel and teachers in all
depariments seek to promote the development of reading abilities,
the program will be supported on .'a schoolwide basis, The policy
statement of such a school should address such specific issues as
the emphasis to be placed on reading in content-area classes or the
role or oral ,reading and siich general, issues ag the amount of

..libmexork, student grading, and response to a student's failure to
complete assignmots. A policy statement might also specify, any
standards ot quality or academic requirements a school has set.

Proficiency standard's are also a school policy matter. The
school improvement program (AE 65) regulations state that "in
secondary schools there must be a process for students to
demonstrate proficiency in any aspect of the curriculum in order
to waive course-hour requirements and pursue an elective course
of study."

Policy considerations might also include time allotments.
...Research has shown the amount of teacher time devoted to areas

of instruction and the amount of student time spent actively
engaged in specific .learning tasks are related to the amount of
learning that is accomplished. In a well-balanced program, time
allotments for learning activities are carefully planned and.
designed, to reflect the program's priorities.

The selection of curriculum materials is also a matter of school
policy. In planning its progfam, a school should seek to match

i

Even skills that appear to have ,-
'been learned need reinforcement.

Va.
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Once ale student needs have been
identified, school planners will

need to make the best possible use
of the resources available to the

school.

curriculum materials to program ,emphasis. A school should alsoti,
develop enough consistency among schobl programs to promote
continuity among classes and grade4. Finally, Assembly Bill 65
requirements stress the selection.of reading materials that enhance
multicultural awareness and that are responsive to the individual's
needs, strengths, interests, and learning styles:

Availability of Programs and Coursel
Availability of a variety of programs refers to the provision of a

variety .crf. options to meet the individual needs and performance
levels of students, ranging from the college-bound student to those
who are unable to pass proficiency exams. To be responslye, those
in charge' .of a reading 'program must provide courses :and
placements for students that are tailored to the students' need's.
Assemtrly-.. Bill 65 requires that secondary schools establish a range
of alternatives in all parts of the instruction4l program. For
example, schools may establish required reading lists, offer
literature and advanced reading- courses, and give opportunities for
college preparatory students to practice for college entrance
exarins. Schools may also offer reading clinics and basic instruction
for students who need to pass proficiency exams; and the schools
may 'offer a special reading program for students with vocational
interests.

Student Placement
Student placement refers to the .match a program makes

between student needs and the instruction provided to meet those
needs. Once a wide variety of options is made available, students
must be guided or assigned to the appropriate classes and courses.

Student placement should also be responsive to such matters as
district proficiency requirements. Proficiency requirements should
be analyzed to determine the 'specific implications. for school and
classroom activities. Course options should be available to help
students complete proficiency requirements. Other options should
permit student's-:to go beyond the minimal requirements to comply
with the schoOs 'academic standards.

Student needs may require different grouping patterns. Group-
ing patterns shoUld reflect student needs and should facilitate the
accomplishments of learning tasks emphasized in the reading
prOgram. Grouping patterns should be flexible to meet the
changing needs of students and allow for continuous progress.
Assembly, Bill 65 requires the establishment of ,a range of options
in the size, composition, purposes, and location of learning groupg.

Provision for Student Disabilities
Providing fot:student disabilities refers to school-level organiza-

tional alternatives'. for students with speCial needs. The school
improvement program, (AB 65) 'requires the provision of instruc-
tional andkauxiliary services to' meet special needs. To meet this
requirement, schools ,need a system fcd.tvaluating student..zeeds
and determining the fypes of services needeld.

Once the student needs have been. identified, school planners
will need to make the best possible use of the resources available
to the school and to provide support for the. classroom teacher



who .has students whose needs go b and the options available in
the regular classroom.

Resources can include both human d physical resWtrces. Each
school should be aware of all the support personnel available to it

(e.g., nurses, speech teachers, psychologists). After all available
htrrnan resources have been identified, a school should have a plan
for scheduling the time and using the skills of support personnel to
provide maximum assistance to the classroom teacher.

It is also important that each school ekamine alternative uses of
the physical 'environment. An important source of assistance for
students with special needs may be a variety of learning settings
other than those provided by the regular Classroom.

Assessment and Evaluation

, Student assessment/evaluation refers to schoolwide mechanisms
for assessing- student *ills, evaluating student progress, and
assigning students to appropriate' classes and .courses. A primary
purpf'se of such mechanisms is to' match instruction to student
needs in a way that ensures continuous progress.

In deciding on a schoolw' ide assessment/evaluation system,'
school planners should. keep -in mind the three functiocs of such a

system:
. e

. Determinmg what type of data are needed
. 2. Gathering data

3. Using data to make program decisions

Data .on student progress should be collected in a consistent and
simple manner throughout the grade levels. The data collection/
recordkeeping system Should focus on essential data that are used
regularly.

Some sources of assessment/evaluation information are:
1. InfOrmal reading inventories
2. Teacher observations and checklists.
3. Standardized tests
4. Notes on students' oral and silent reading of selected

paragraphs and their retelling of what they have read
5. Criterion-referenced tests
School -level assessment evaluation systems and practices pro-

vte. the information necessary to meet AB 65 requirements
pertaining to making the instructional program responsive to the
individual's academic needs.

Reports to Parents
Reporting to parents refers to the sYstem used to keep parents

informed of student progress in developing reading abilities. To
develop and maintain satisfactory community relations, schools
need to make parent aware of ongoing progress, concerns, and
issues. When this is:done on a regular basis, problems of overdue
concerns or surprises can be prevented. , It can help to keep
achievement and other,standard.scores in perspective. It fan also

enlist
a,

greater range, apd variety of support service for the
student.

In current systems, both formal and informal, -a method of
periodic reporting is used, especially inothe elementary grades.
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A primary purpose of assessment
and evalbtion is to match instruction

to student needg in a way that
ensures continuous progress.

O

Whether individual notes, a uniform checklist, or other variations
are used, teachers frequently assess student progress and ake
recommendations for the next steps to be taken. Whenever
possible it is desirable to include the student in this process, thus
making it a coassessment.

QUESTIONS for determining whether or not you are giving adequate
attention to school-level decisions in your reading program

How does your program provide for:

1. A Scheolwide stated philosophy on reading/language
instruction?

2. Schoolwide policies, including academic requirements and

o standards, adopted' to strengthen and integrate the reading
program?

3. Time allotments that reflect the program emphasis and
provide sufficient time far major learning tasks?

4. Curriculum materials to match the program philosophy, to
proinote contimlity of learning, and to reflect the back-
grounds and needs of the specific student population?

5. Measurement and monitoring of student and total program
effectiveness to guide maintenance. and, revision of the
program?

6. Placement options and course offerings that reflect pro-
gram goals and student needs?

7. A relationship to the district's proficiency requirements?
8, A plan that:t reflects the developmental needs of low,

average, and high achieving students?
9. Use of support personnel and physical resources to meet

the special needs of students and to provide support to
classroom teachers?

10. Communicating the program to the school's constituency
(e.g., parents, community, new teachers)?

11. Regular reports to parentg on student progress in way that
are designed: to improve parent-school communications
and to promote student confidence?
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Conclusion
The authors of this document presented and described the

components of a balanced, effective reading programone that
will produce motivated readers who are able to process written
language to arrive at meaning. The authors identified skill
,development, motivation, and application as the principal com-
ponents of such a program, but the three components should be
used in combination to create effective instruction.

The discussions, questions, and sample activities presented for
each component were designed to address the 14 elements of
high-impact reading programs that were identified in the introduc-
tion to this document. It is hoped that the questions and
suggestions will be helpful to planning groups in developing strong,
comprehensive reading programs that:

Engage ,students directly in reading for understanding and
that involve students in.this activity on a-regular basis.

Utilize and extend students' other language skills and
knowledge as a foundation for the development of reading
ability.
Teach decoding skill in the context of their use in actual
reading activities.
Attend to the quality of reading materials offered to
students.
Include instruction directed at motivation,, fluency, and
flexibility; and that include programs fO'r high achieving
students and advanced readers. :,

This document may be used not only in initial planning and in
the development of a new plOgram but also in the periodic
assessment of an ongoing program. It is assumed that those who
use . this handbook will also seek additional information for
planning and decision making. The Framework in Reading for the
Elementary and Secondary Schools of California and the English
Language Framework for California Public Schools are suggested
as prime resources.

Groups are also advised to use the,appropriate handbook for
assessing school programs (elementary or secondary) for a general
perspective on program assessment, employing this document as a
guide for an in-depth examination of their reading program. Using
these documents in combination will provide some assurance to
any planning or assessment group that it is taking into account the
issues that afe of principal concern to the California State
Department of Education.
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This document may be used not
only in initial planning and in
the development of a new program
but also in the periodic assessment
of an ongoing program.
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When users gain familiarity with
the content and purpose of the

handbook, they may find it
practical to use this checklist

separately.

Checklist
for Components of an Effeetive
Reading Program

The questions presented throughout this Handbook for Plan-
ning an Effective Reading Progratn were designed to help planning
groups and others focus on the key issues that must be considered
in each of the components of a high-quality reading'program.
Those questions were compiled here for easy reference and use.
When users gain familiarity with the content and purpose of the
handbook, they may find it practical to use this checklist
separately, but it was not intended that the checklist stand on its
own. After using the list of questions, planning groups and others
may wish to make additions Of their own, or they may wish tp
make other kinds of revisions so that it will better serve their
immediate purposes.

In marking the checklist, the raters have been given a range of
responses from "ineffective" to "very effective". If the persons
making the ratings do not believe that they are providing for the
matter under examination, they should mark their program or
school as being "ineffective" in providing for that item. On the
other- hand, if they' believe they are doing an outstanding job in
providing for the matter under examination, they should indicate
this by marking "very eff&tive." If "somewhat effective" is
marked, this would indicate that the school is providing for-this
item but not very well. If "effective" is marked, this indicates the
school is providing for this item in a very satisfactory manner, but
the raters believe their school or district could do a better job.

When the raters have finished marking the checklist, they will
have a good profile of their reading programan excellent tool to
use developing a strong comprehensive reading program.
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Skill Developmeht
Comprehension I

. How effective is your program in providing for each of the following:

1. Experiences that help students recognize comprehen-
sion as the overallgoal of leading?

2. Daily opportunities for students td read with under-
standing materials that they have selected themselves
or are required to read?

3. Using and extending students' oral comprehension as
the basis for reading comprehension?

4-7. lkuffici4 instruction to help students achieve various
levels of comprehension, including small-group in-
struction' based upon reading the same teacher-
selected text (from multiple copies or basal texts):

4. Literal: grasping information explicitly stated. ih
the text?'
Interpretive: formulating ideas or opinions that
are based upon the material read but not stated in

the text?
6. Applicative: connecting or integrating information,

ideas, concepts, values, and feelings with ,one's
own experience?

5.

7. Critical: synthesizing, analyzing, or evaluating the
material read?

8. Instruction and practice in using reading to answer
questions or to find but information?

9. A range of reading materials, including materials that,
are appropriate to a variety of reading levels and
student interests and that are sufficiently challenghig
to produce growth?

Language Processing

Somewhat t Very
Ineffective effective Effective effective

How effective is your program in providing for each of the following: t:

10. Frequent opportunities for students to Use01A%,
extend their oral language skills as the bastS'Jor,;..:
development of reading skills?

11. Daily opportunities for students to use the thred.cue
systems of written language (symbolic, semantic,"
syntactic) in combination to obtain meaning?

12-14. Instruction in reading and opportunities for practice''.
that are' designed to help students increase their,
abilities to use in context:
12. Symbolic information: sound- letter relationships,

phonetic analysis, word recognition, structural
analysis, and so forth?

0-
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Language.Processing (Continued)
How effective is your program in providing for each of the following:

13. Semantic information: vocabulary deyejopment,
concept development, use of context cues, idio-
matic expre%sionS, use of metaphors and similes,
annotative/denotative meanings, synonyms, ant-

,.. Nyms, and so forth?

14. Syntactic information: grammatical functions,
word order, sentence patterns, and so forth?

r
Experiences to help students gain familiarity with
features unique to written language and knowledge
necessary for interpreting written language?

16. Frequent opportunities to _hear the oral reading of
written language, both live and recorded, and to
respored to it in a variety of ways?

Fluency and Flexibility
How effective is your program in prow mg for each of the following:

Frequent activities that require students to focus on
reading fluency?

Opportunities for students to monitor their own
fluency?

A higher percentage of silent reading activities than of
oral reading?

20-21. Frequent, activities that requite students to focus on
flexibility by:
N. Requiring them
lrequiring them

qrfe,e't ,different

Motivation .7".-' t

effectivettypgr.,p*Ottpl'
..

24. Modeling leading and writing,as useful and desirable
activities?

25. Providing substantial and frequent opportunities for
students to read materials they have selected for
themselves?

26. Providing frequent opportunities for students to inter-
act with one another in connection with reading and
to share reading experiences?

to use various rates of reading?
to adapt their reading skills to
purposes and kinds of reading

0;ig for each of the following:

1.11;E,
1:100::411formation about students and

.s for success in reading tasks?

and varied materials available?

Somewhat Very

Ineffective effective Effective effective

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Motivation ( Continued)

How effective is your piogram in providing for each of the following:

27. Buildings and extending students' interests?
4

28. , Learning how a student assesses his or her own
reading proficiency and using that information to
plate further experiences?

43

Somewhit , Very
Indfective effective Effective effective

APplication
Reading and Responding to Literature

How effective is your program in providing for each of the following:

29. Frequent opportunities for students to read for
personal pleasure and to relate others' ideas to their
own ideas?

30. A number of opportunities or requirements to read or
listen to a variety of high-quality literature?

31-33. Exposure to a range of reading materials from which
-istudents can learn to make independent selections:

Through courses on the study of various forms of
literature?

32. As a regular part- of the reading program?
33. Through the use of literature from many cultures?

Reading in the Content Areas
How effective is your reading program in providing for each of the
following:

fr
34. Opportunities for stude,44 to reinforce and develop

concepts necessary to new areas of study before they
read about them?

35. Instruction in the features most characteristic of each
subject area and its written materials?

36. Reinforcement and extension of students' present
reading skills through their use of the skills required
in the various content areas?

n

L

0

O 0

Recreational Reading

1

How effective is your reading program in providing for each of the
following:

37. Easy access by students to a variety of books and
other printed materials?

38. Courses to stimulate recreational reading?

39. Regularly scheduled periods of silent sustained
reading?
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Recreational Reading (Continued) Somewhat Very A
Ineffective effective Effective effectiA

How effective is Aur reading program in providing for each of the
following:

40. Materials that stimulate students to explore particular
areas of interest? .

41. A literary program that supports recreational reading?

42. Opportunities for students to learn from each other?

43. Opportunities for . students to purchase their own
books?

E
.

("0
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,

44. Opportunities for self-selected reading?

Study Skills
How effective is your reading program in providing for each 'of the
following:

45. Opportunities for students to learn ho'w to set
purposes that are consistent with what they want to
know?

46. Instruction in learning to locate and use printed
-information from a variety of sources (e.g., encyclo-
pedias, card catalog)?

47. InstructiOn in learning to organiie information in a
variety of ways to suit a particular purpose (e.g.,
outlining, note-taking, summarizing)?

48. Instruction in learning how to use other forms of
printed information (e.g., -maps, graphs, charts,

' tables)?

49. Instruction in learning to use independent study
methods?

Practical Uses of Reading
How effective is your reading program in providing for each of the
following:

50. Opportunities for students to learn to use reading to
gain basic survival information (e.g, reading signs and
labels) ?'

51. Instruction in how to locate and use printed infor-
ination from a variety of sources (e.g., telephone
books, catalogs, newspapers, maps)?

52. Instruction in how to use reading for functional
purposes, (e.g., completing job or loan applications,
reading election ballots, taking driver's tests)?

53. Making students aware of everyday activities thSt can
be enhanced, made- easily accomplishable, or made
possible through reading? ,



Program Implementation
Classroom-Level Program Decisions

How effective is your reading program in providing for each of the
following:

54. Effective integration of instruction in skill derlop-
meilf;rnotivation, and application into your daily
classroom rogram?

55. A classrooms climate that is conducive to learning and
that promotes independent, pleasurable reading
activities, and interactive language experiencW

56. classrdorr2 organization that maximizes teachers'
instructional time and student learning time and that
provides for the smooth and efficient .operation of
the classroom?

45

to
Somelkhat Very

Ineffective effective Effective effectiv

0

57. Instruction and materials that are responsive to
students' academic levels

58. Classroom instruction that reflects effective teaching
practices?i. , b ,

59. Effective methods of keeping track of and matching
instruction to student progress? -2.

School-Level Program .Decisions
How effective is your reting program in providing for each of the
following:

60. A schoolwide- stated philosophy on reading/language
instruction?

61. Schoolwide policies, including academic requirements
or standards, adopted to strengthen and integrate the
reading program?

0

0

0

0

ime allotments that reflect the program emphasis
and provide sufficient time for major learnihg tasks?

63 Curriculum materials to match the program philoso,
phy, to promote continuity of learning, and to reflect
the backgrounds and needs of the spbcific student
population? 0 ,

64. Measurement and'monitoring of student and total
program effectiveness to guide maintenance and
revision of the programl

65. Placement options and course offerings that reflect
program goals and student needs?

66. A relationship to the district's proficiency require-
ments? to

0

0



School-Level Program Decisions (Corktinued) Somewhat Very
Ineffective effective Effective effective

How effective is your reading program in providing for each of the
following:

67. A plan that reflects the developmental needs of low,
average, and high achieving students?

68. Use of support personnel and physical resources to
meet, the special needs of students and to provide

1,6z..

support to classroom teachers?

69. Communicating the progren to the school's cbnstit-
uency(e.g., parents, corMnunity, new teachers)?

70. Regular reports to parerfts on student progress in
ways that are deeigried to improve parent-school
communications and to promote student confidence?.

AIL

When the raters havefinished
marking the checklist, they will

have a good prqfile of theit; reading
prpgram.



Other Publications Available
from the

Department of Education
Handbook for Planning an Effective Reading Program is one of approxi-

mately 400 publications that are available from the California State
Department of EdiTcation. Some of trii more recent publications or those
most widely used are the following:

An Assessment of the Writing Performance of California High School
Seniors (1977) $ 2.75

Bicycle Rules of the Road in California (1977) .1.50
California Guide to Parent Participation in Driver Education (1978) 3.15
California Guide to Traffic Safety Education (1976) 3.50
California Master Plan for Special Education (1974) .1:500;
California Public School Directory, 1979 11.00
California School Effectiveness Study (1977) .85
California Teachers Salaries and Salary Schedules, 1977-78 (1978) \ 10.00
Computers for Learning (1977) , o. 1.25
Discussion Guide for the California School Improvement Program (1978) 1.513*t
District. Master Plan for School Improvement (1979) 1.50*
EnglishLanguage Framework for California Public Schools (1976) 1.50
Establishing School Site Councils: The California School

Improvement Program- (1977)
Five Successes: Analysis of Success Factors in Title ill Reading

Projects (1977) .85
Framework in Reading for the Elementary and Secondary

Schools (1973) 1.25
Genetic Conditions: A Resource Book and Instructional Guide (1977) 1.30
Guide for Multicultural Education: Content and Context (1977) 1.25
Guide for Ongoing Planning (1977) 1.10
Guidelines: Towards Excellence in Reading Programs 1.50
Handbook for Assessing an Elementary School Program (1978) 1.50*
Handbook for Assessing a Secdndary School Program (1979) 1.50*
Handbook for Reporting and Using Test Results (1976) 8.50
Health Instruction Framework for California Public Schools (1978) 1.35
Instructional Grouping Practices Related to Students'

Special Needs (1979) 1.50
Physical Education for Children, AgesTour Through Nine 11978) 21.56.01.
Planning Handbook (1978)
Procedures for Elementary Program Review Teams (1978) NC*
Procedures for Secondary Program Review Teams (1979) NC*
Relating Reading and the School Library Program. Primary Grades (1973) .85
Report of the Ad Hoc Committee on lraggrated Educational Programs (1978) 2.60
Science Framework for California Public Schools (1978) 1.65
Social Sciences Education Framework for California Public Schools (1975) 1.10
State guidelines for School Athletic Programs (1978) 2...5200t

Students' Rights and Responsibilities Handbook (1978)

Orders should be directed to:

California State Department of Education
P.O. Box 271
Sacramento, CA 95.802'

1.5 0*t

Remittance or purchase order must accompany order. Purchase orders
without checks are accepted qtly from government agencies in CaliOrnia.
Sales tax should be added to all orders from California purchasers.

A ,complete list -of-`publications available from the Department may be
-'.'Obtained by.writing to the address listed above. ,

t Also available in Spanish, at the price indicated.
*Developed for implementation of AB

79420-300 449, 20M LDA
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